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ABSTRACT
Monitor BT project aims at improving LV grid resilience
by combining LV grid sensors and smart meter
information to enable grid awareness, providing an
innovative method for voltage regulation under PV
generation presence. Monitor BT communications open
architecture comprises IEEE 802.15.4 RF Mesh for the LV
grid sensors and PLC PRIME / GPRS / RF Mesh for smart
meters.
For the validation of the communication architecture, the
fault detection and location, and the grid voltage control
methodology, a field project demonstration is under
deployment involving LV clients from two MV/LV
substations and a set of feeders, including public lighting.
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the secondary substation. Furthermore, the tripping
occurrence may cause a cascading series of PV units to be
disconnected due to the neighboring effect, leading to
further voltage drops.
Traditionally, LV grids have no active voltage regulation
control options, nor on-load tap changing, capacitor banks
or topology changes. Advanced solutions such as Demand
Response, community storage or electric vehicle smart
charging are not currently deployed in Portugal. . Dynamic
control of active power injected by PV is, thus, an adequate
solution for voltage regulation, dealing with voltage
magnitude severity, as a time function of generation and
load. A combined aapproach for tackling these real-time
contingencies is deployed with advantages for grid
stability and resilience as well as for prosumers who can
maximize their energy selling profit.

INTRODUCTION
The Smart Grid concept is innovative concerning the use
of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in
the management and control of the electric power grid,
including all its grid segments: generation, transmission,
distribution and consumption. According to this concept,
the Smart Grid will provide features, such as integration of
micro-producers (also playing the role of prosumers),
automatic fault detection and service restoration, and the
reconfiguration of the grid according to the energy
offer/demand at each moment.
Aiming at being possible to achieve these features, the
electric power grid primarily has to be monitored (i.e.
integrate sensors for relevant measuring of the electric
power grid state, and then send them to the systems
responsible for its processing). Furthermore, the grid has
to incorporate electro-mechanic actuators which are used
for grid reconfiguration. Due to the dimension of the grid
infrastructure already installed, it is expected a gradual
evolution from the traditional grid to the Smart Grid.
The extent of deploying grid resilience features over MV
or LV grids is different. LV grids show a predominance of
resistance over reactance, therefore, PV penetration
impacts on voltage profiles. Due to grid code compliance,
PV unit individual protection will trip for overvoltage,
affecting the micro-producer outcome and resulting in a
sudden change in the load perceived by the transformer at
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STATE OF THE ART
The High Voltage (HV) and Medium Voltage (MV) grid
monitoring and remote control infrastructure is already
significantly developed.
Yet, the level of LV, grid monitoring and remote control is
reduced or almost inexistent, except in some specific grid
areas. Therefore, it is essential to increase LV network
visibility and controllability, as well as to increase grid
reliability.

Monitoring of LV Grids
The LV network has currently a passive character due to
the lack of suitable equipment to allow gathering of
well as to allow any kind of remote actuation.

LV Grid Fault Detection and Location
Fault detection and location in the LV grid is still
inefficient due to the lack of LV grid monitoring. LV fault
detection relies on customer calls informing the DSO
about outages and the fault is located based on inspections
made by maintenance crews.
LV grid monitoring will enable deploying fault detection
and location features, by sending alarm notifications once
a fault is impending or detected through the correlation of
real-time data from the wireless sensors deployed along
the LV feeder.
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